Weedit – Boom Parking, Quick Start Guide

TO OPEN THE WEEDIT BOOM

>>>

1. Hold the LATCH ARMS switch DOWN
rams are retracted.

to set the latches to the Lock position. Check the locking

Ideally perform all folding operations on flat ground

2. Fully extended both stay arms. Hold the FOLD ARM switch to the OUT
are fully extended.

position until both sides

3. Set the BOOM WHEELS switch to PART FOLD, this will only allow the boom wheels to
rotate ½ of their travel.
4. Drive forwards slowly below 5 KM/H. While moving forward, hold both the LH WHEEL &
RH WHEEL switches DOWN, this will allow the booms to move approximately out half way


It will take approximately take 10 ~ 30 metres of travel to accomplish this,
depending on the soil conditions.



Set the BOOM WHEELS switch back to the LOCK position.

Rotate the main wheels back to the original position, so they are in-line with the
boom. Hold both the LH WHEEL & RH WHEEL switches to the UP position until done.
5. Reverse slowly until the booms arms have opened all the way and
the fold arms have latched into the locks.


If one side latches before the other side use the wheel
switch to rotate the wheel to the field position to prevent
the wheels from bulldozing.



It will take around 10 metres of travel to accomplish this,
depending on the soil conditions.



Double check that both stay arms are docked & locked.

6. Rotate both of the main wheels outwards 90 degrees, to now point in the direction
of travel. Hold both the LH WHEEL & RH WHEEL switches to the DOWN position until
done (a few seconds).

7. Spray mode : Set the BOOM WHEELS switch to SPRAY position. This will allow the
boom wheels to float when turning. Go spraying.
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TO FOLD THE WEEDIT BOOM >>>

Ideally perform all folding operations on flat ground

1. Lock the wheels (facing direction of travel). Set the BOOM WHEEL switch to LOCK

2. Unlock the arms. Move the LATCH ARMS switch UP to UNLOCK

3. Drive forwards slowly below 5 KM/H. While moving forward, hold both the LH WHEEL
& RH WHEEL switches UP, this will move the wheels into the transport position (in line
with the boom). Travel forwards slowly until both booms are in the folded position.

4. Fold in both stay arms. Hold the FOLD ARM switch to the IN position until both sides are
fully retracted. Only fold the arms in when the booms are fully folded together.

5. Set up the machine for safe transport. Fit the boom transport chain and arm locking device.
Turn off the master switch.

NOTE: It is vital that the correct
parking procedures are followed.
Failure to follow these guidelines
may result in damage to the
sprayer. Ideally perform all
folding operations on flat
ground.
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